Once upon a time,
a buried treasure that risked to be forgotten.
In a little factory in Tramelan, a little town in the Jura
Bernese, an antique art capable of giving strong emotions
that should have never been forgotten.
The passion of an Italian family for this art recreated the
magic group of expert hands who today produce Armand
Nicolet timepieces faithful to the tradition and to the
centennial knowledge of the Maison.
Today in the historical factory, a limited number of watches
are produced, a quantity which allows the maximum care
for the engineering, the production and the meticulous
finishing of each particular detail.
The story and the adventure began more than a century
ago and still continue ...
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Origin...

The story of Armand Nicolet begins around 1875 in Tramelan, Switzerland, a little town in the
Bernese Jura. Armand Nicolet, son of a watchmaker, after a brilliant apprenticeship set up his
“Atelier d’Horlogerie”.
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History

In 1902 he affirmed his technical maturity by producing a pocket
watch with “guilloché” rose gold case, enamel dial, single button
chronographic function, complete calendar, repeating hours,
quarter hours and minutes.
During those years, Armand Nicolet also refined his technical skills
by carrying out important studies on design that would influence
his future work. His watches, masterpieces of pure beauty, quality
and precision are still to be found in Nicolet SA’s museum and
continue to arouse interest among international collectors.
When he died in 1939, his son Willy assumed the reins of the
family enterprise and developed it to be one of the most important
production facilities in the region.
During the first half of the 20th century, in the historic head office
of Tramelan, the company Nicolet regulated and excellently
finished the Venus movements in different sophisticated calibres,
from the Complete Calendars to the Chronographs with “column
wheel” including Venus 175 Split Seconds.
In 1987 Willy Nicolet met by chance Mr. Rolando Braga, an
Italian entrepreneur active in the watch field.
The encounter proved to be strategic and was
the beginning of the cooperation between
the extraordinary Swiss technical skills
and Italian creativity.
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Study and
engineering

The Armand Nicolet factory that was established over a century ago has always been
involved in the production of mechanical watches resulting in a grand know-how of the
mechanical watch movement production.
Today our watchmakers, engineers, operators, all work together respecting the Armand
Nicolet tradition. The precious artisan savoir-faire is alive and dynamic in our factory and
enables the production of truly valuable watches, as the most advanced watch making
technology assists every step of the production process and works side by side with some
rare machinery. Some of these machines are dated back to the beginning of the 20th century
and are irreplaceable when it comes to achieving certain artistic finishing on the movements.
In the atelier there are still small series of old movements produced more than 50 years ago.
These movements are recovered and tuned into modern movements through the skills of our
long experience and knowledge. They are then used only on our Limited Edition, LS8, L09,
L10 and L11 series as the best example of our expertise and make our mechanical watches
so unique and demanded by collectors and watch-lovers.
Our meticulous craftsmanship put into the creation of these masterpieces keeps the tradition
alive and distinguishes Armand Nicolet from the other brands.
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The fine art of masterpieces

Armand Nicolet produces mechanical watches of limited production, resulting from the knowhow and special technical skills of our elite specialists.
Armand Nicolet watches have the DNA of the most prestigious and refined Swiss watches, yet
reinterpreted by our Italian designers. Great care is dedicated to the ergonomics of the watch
that must be worn always with maximum comfort.
Armand Nicolet’s care for details and finishing is clearly visible in all the lines but in the Limited
Edition Collections it is pushed to the extreme reaching levels of refinement that are at the top
of the Swiss watch making.
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LIMITED Collections:
our tradition, our heritage

The Limited Collections feature only original vintage movements that we have recovered and
tuned. These collections are produced in Limited Series as the quantity is determined by the
number of vintage movements still available.
Our Limited series are unique and a brilliant example of how skilled human hands can create
a unique product that is deeply appreciated and highly demanded not only by collectors but
also by watch-lovers and those who are looking for something of secure value that stands out
of the crowd. For these watches we have mastered our technical research and technique in
order to create such preciousness on the finishing of the movements. The year of production of
the movement and the number of the series is engraved on the plate, clearly seen through the
opening on the dial.
The uniqueness, the beauty, the exceptional technical value along with the historical charm are
the reasons of the extraordinary success of our Limited Edition Series.
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The upgrading process
ORIGINAL PIECES

FINAL RESULTS

AN0711S
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AN0711A

AN704A

AN710A

AN712A
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Contemporary Collections

These lines represent a complete range of Men’s and Women’s mechanical watches.
All of the models of the contemporary collections have timeless and harmonious clean lines,
always conformable to wear and reliable. Armand Nicolet has been one of the first prestigious
watch brands to create an entire line of mechanical watches with complications and refined
finishing for women. Each line is offered in a range of different versions capable of satisfying
the most demanding consumer in terms of mechanical complications such as Day & Date,
Complete Calendar, Moon & Date, Chronograph, Big Date & Chronograph, etc...
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This elegant, captivating and exclusive collection is
equipped with the same movement as the L08 line
but in the skeleton version. It features a finely opened
guilloché dial through which one can admire all the
beauty of this extraordinary mechanism.
The movement has been entirely reworked by
Armand Nicolet to meet today’s expectations.
The engravings and decorations on it add a final
touch to this Limited Edition Collection that features
the wonderful manual wind mechanical movement
AN0711S.
The limited amount of watches produced relates to
the quantity of original components from 1957 still
available in our factory.
The movement has been integrated with a shock
absorbent system and the in-house developed
Swan Neck mechanism of adjustment. The
upgrade makes this movement a perfect mix of
great Swiss mechanical tradition with the most
modern techniques of watch-making. The ticking
produced by 18,000 vibrations per hour creates
a magic and charming sound that is typical of
traditional mechanical timepieces. The 18 jewel
calibre has been skeletonised, finely decorated and
embellished by “Perlage”. Through the dial and the
sapphire glass it’s possible to admire the beautiful
skeletonised movement and the gold engravings
reporting the series number of every watch. Polished
blue screws stand out in the splendid finishing of
the rhodium plating of the plate and of the bridges.
The “Guilloché” dial, now only a precious frame,
shows the majority of the movement.

8620S-GL-P713GR2
18 Kt Rose Gold & Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial - Grey Strap
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Small Seconds
Limited to 600 pieces

Technical features
Manual movement with Small Seconds functions.
Calibre AN0711S, obtained from UT 600
produced in 1957.
Guilloché decorated dial with applied indexes luminous
dots and hands.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal and
see-through screwed back.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
- 18 Kt rose gold and steel. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
Straps available
- Brown, black or grey alligator strap
with stainless steel 316L tang buckle.
Diameter 43 mm
Thickness 10 mm

9620S-AG-P713MR2
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial - Brown Strap
9620S-NR-P713NR2
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial - Black Strap
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...The fascinating magic sound of mechanical movements.
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The L09 collection is the first sporty line by Armand
Nicolet created in a Limited Edition. Because of its
elegance and clean lines, this watch is fit for any
style and occasion.
The whole collection has been produced only in
titanium to make it very strong and resistant yet
keep it light and comfortable.
The version in standard titanium features a silvered
dial, the Black D.L.C. treated case displays a
black dial and the brand new two-toned version
with bezel in 18 Kt rose gold 5N and black case
shows off a beautiful and eye-catching navy blue
dial.
The sapphire crystal with antiglare treatment on
both sides, the easy readability in every light
condition, the raised indexes and the wise use of
Super – Luminova on the hands and dial are just
some of the characteristics that make this collection
very contemporary and stylish.
These features combined with the vintage
movement add that “something” to it that will take
this collection far beyond simple fashion trends.
This Limited Edition of 450 pieces features
AN0711A, a wonderful self-winding mechanical
movement with a melodic sound coming from
its beating heart at 18’000 vibrations per hour.
This movement has been created using original
components from 1957 that have been modified
and tuned by our manufacturing expertise.
We have gifted it with the swan neck, integrated it
with the shock absorber Incabloc and made many
other modifications so that this masterpiece could
achieve nowadays technical characteristics.
The limited amount of watches produced relates to
the quantity of original components from 1957 still
available in our factory.
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T619N-NR-G9610
Titanium Black D.L.C.
Black Dial - Rubber Band
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Small Seconds
Limited to 450 pieces

Technical features
Mechanical movement, manual winding
with Small Seconds functions.
Calibre AN 0711A, obtained from UT 600
produced in 1957.
Dial with applied luminous indexes, numbers, and hands.
Antiglare treated sapphire crystal on both side.
Versions
- Titanium.
- 18 Kt Rose gold and Titanium Black D.L.C..
- Titanium Black D.L.C..
Straps available
- Black alligator strap with Titanium
or Titanium Black D.L.C. tang buckle.
- Black rubber band with Titanium
or Titanium Black D.L.C. tang buckle.
Diameter 44 mm
Thickness 15 mm

T619A-AG-P760NR4
Titanium
Silvered Dial - Black Alligator Strap
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T619N-NR-G9610
Titanium Black D.L.C.
Black Dial - Rubber Band

S619N-BU-G9610
18 Kt Rose Gold & Titanium Black D.L.C.
Blue Dial - Rubber Band
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As the first Limited Edition dedicated to women by Armand Nicolet, this line draws
inspiration from the successful M03 collection but features the original vintage movement
AN704A. This is a new Armand Nicolet calibre manufactured starting from the original
FHF 905 movements produced in 1960.
This movement has been modified and upgraded making the AN704A a perfect mix of
great Swiss mechanical tradition with the most modern techniques of watch-making. The
limited amount of movements produced (500 pieces) relates to the quantity of the original
components from 1960 that are still available in our factory.
This prestigious line is available in stainless steel 316L, featuring silvered, black or grey
dial combined with matching alligator straps or metal bracelet.
The two-toned version, in stainless steel 316L and 18 Kt rose gold 5N, is available with
silvered or grey dial. Each version features a guilloché dial with delicate white MOP
inserts, set with 5 brilliant cut diamonds Top Wesselton-vs (carats: 0.05).
Just like the M03 line, the LL9 can also be set with Top Wesselton diamonds on
the bezel (“D” version), on the bezel and lugs (“L” version) or on the complete case
(“V” version). Each piece of this line is a model of exceptional value and style thanks to
the wise combination of a collector’s unique movement and the expertise of our master
watch-makers who created a timeless piece of unrepeatable beauty for a limited crew of
elegant women.

9653D-AN-P953BC8
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché and White MOP Dial
White Strap
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Automatic Central Seconds
Limited to 500 pieces

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement with Hours,
Minutes & Central Seconds functions.
Calibre AN704A, obtained from FHF-905 produced in 1960.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
and see-through screwed back.
Dial & strap combinations available on stainless steel case:
- Silvered guilloché and White MOP set with
5 brilliant cut diamonds Top Wesselton-vs
(carats: 0.05) with white alligator strap or
stainless steel 316L bracelet.
- Grey guilloché and White MOP set with
5 brilliant cut diamonds Top Wesselton-vs
(carats: 0.05) with grey alligator strap or
stainless steel 316L bracelet.
- Black guilloché and White MOP set with
5 brilliant cut diamonds Top Wesselton-vs
(carats: 0.05) with black alligator strap or
stainless steel 316L bracelet.
Dial & strap combinations available on two-toned models:
- Silvered guilloché and White MOP set with
5 brilliant cut diamonds Top Wesselton-vs
(carats: 0.05) with brown alligator strap.
- Grey guilloché and White MOP set with
5 brilliant cut diamonds Top Wesselton-vs
(carats: 0.05) with grey alligator strap.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
- 18 Kt Rose gold & steel. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
Settings
A: Without diamonds.
D: Bezel set with 54 Top Wesselton diamonds, brilliants cut, quality
VS -Si Colour grade F- G Total weight 0.77 carats.
L: Lugs and bezel set with 90 Top Wesselton diamonds, brilliants
cut, quality VS -Si Colour grade F- G Total weight 1.11 carats.
V: Case set with 185 Top Wesselton diamonds, brilliants cut,
quality VS -Si Colour grade F- G Total weight 1.96 carats.
Diameter 34 mm - Thickness 11 mm
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9653D-AN-M9150
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché
and White MOP Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet

9653A-AN-P953BC8
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché
and White MOP Dial
White Strap

9653L-GN-P953GR8
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Guilloché
and White MOP Dial
Grey Strap

9653V-NN-P953NR8
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Guilloché
and White MOP Dial
Black Strap
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8653L-AN-P953MR8
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché
and White MOP Dial
Brown Strap
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8653A-AN-P953MR8
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché
and White MOP Dial
Brown Strap

8653V-GN-P953GR8
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Guilloché
and White MOP Dial
Grey Strap

8653A-GN-P953GR8
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Guilloché
and White MOP Dial
Grey Strap
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Armand Nicolet’s ultra flat collection combines
aesthetic and technical excellence. This
masterpiece of micromechanics is perfect for
impeccable man style thanks to the very slender
body and movement.
This ultra-thin watch is truly a mechanical wonder
featuring the manual winding movement AN710A
which is derived from FHF 72, produced in 1960.
Underneath the balance wheel the movement
is finished with “Perlage” while the bridges are
decorated with “Surface Vagues” and gold
engravings.
Armand Nicolet’s expert watchmakers integrated
it with the shock absorber Incabloc and made
many other modifications so that this masterpiece
could achieve modern technical standards.
This Limited Edition of 999 pieces (the amount of
pieces relates to the limited quantity of original
movements still available in our warehouse)
displays an attractive minimalist dial that makes
this watch the perfect time keeping device on a
classy man’s wrist for any important occasion.
For its simplicity of appearance this formal and
dressy line catches immediately everybody’s
attention. Available with silvered, blue or black
dial in the stainless steel 316L version and with
grey or silvered face in the two-toned version
(with 18 Kt rose gold crown and bezel), this
family mixes slick lines and elegance with new
and up-to-date colours and materials.

9670A-AG-P670NR1
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial - Black Strap
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Central Seconds
Limited to 999 pieces

Technical features
Mechanical Manual winding movement
with Hours, Minutes and Central Seconds functions.
Calibre AN710A, obtained from FHF 72
produced in 1960.
Classic dial with thin applied indexes.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
and see-through screwed back.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 3 ATM.
- 18 Kt rose gold and steel. Water-resistant 3 ATM.
Straps available
- Brown, blue, black or grey alligator strap
with stainless steel 316L tang buckle.
Diameter 40 mm
Thickness 8 mm

9670A-BU-P670BU1
Stainless Steel 316L
Blue Dial
Blue Strap
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9670A-NR-P670NR1
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial
Black Strap

8670A-GR-P670GR1
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial - Grey Strap

8670A-AG-P670MR1
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial - Brown Strap
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Brilliant innovation and a true dedication to excellence is what goes into Armand Nicolet’s
L11 Manufacture Collection.
More than just a time-telling device, watches are also a sign of style and prestige and the
L11 models is the perfect accessory on a man’s wrist.
This happens to be the first rectangular to be produced by Armand Nicolet in a Limited
Edition. These rectangular-shaped watches are extremely cutting edge and the materials
used in their creation are distinct and the finish is impeccable.
This collection features the manual winding movement AN0712A which is derived from
FHF 70, produced in 1959. Underneath the balance wheel the movement is finished with
“Perlage” while the bridges are decorated with “Côtes de Genève” and gold engravings.
Armand Nicolet’s expert watchmakers integrated it with the shock absorber Incabloc and
made many other modifications so that this masterpiece could achieve modern technical
standards.
A nice added touch to this Limited Edition of 499 pieces (the amount of pieces relates to
the limited quantity of original movements still available in our warehouse) is given by the
colours of dial available matched up with alligator straps: blue, silvered and black. This
collection of masterpieces methodically dreamt up and created is an amazing blend of
technology, history and devotion.

9680A-BU-P680BU4
Stainless Steel 316L
Blue Dial - Blue Strap
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SMALL Seconds
Limited to 499 pieces

Technical features
Mechanical Manual winding movement
with Hours, Minutes and Small Seconds functions.
Calibre AN0712A, obtained from FHF 70
produced in 1959.
Rectangular classic dial with thin applied indexes.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
and see-through screwed back.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 3 ATM.
Straps available
- Blue or black alligator strap
with stainless steel 316L tang buckle.
Height 48 mm
Width 29 mm
Thickness 9 mm

9680A-NR-P680NR4
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial - Black Strap
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9680A-AG-P680NR4
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial - Black Strap
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C O N T E M POR A RY C o l l e cti o n s

Classic Line
Armand Nicolet has given one of their most successful collections a makeover and is now
introducing to the public a newly re-styled M02!
The original concept that a few years ago inspired the first version of this family hasn’t
changed but the Maison this time has focused particularly on comfort. In order to make
the watch as comfortable as possible on a man’s wrist the weight has been reduced
and also time-telling is now easier thanks to a revisited dial where Arabic numbers are
displayed alternatively to indexes.
The lighter weight also allows the movement to be enclosed inside the case with more
flexibility and therefore to have an improved ability to absorb shocks.
An extra touch is given to this timeless collection by the new blue face which has been
added to the original silvered and black dials in the classical versions in stainless steel
while the two-toned version with 18Kt rose gold bezel and crown on the stainless steel
case is available with grey dial and matching alligator strap or steel and gold bracelet.
For this upgraded line Armand Nicolet has put special effort into technical details: the
studies carried out with devotion by our team have led to the creation, not only of a
new stainless steel bracelet but also of the two-toned bracelet, and to the development
of a much more ergonomic and easier-to-use deploy buckle. The external size of the
watch has remained the same yet the proportions have changed providing an increased
balance from an aesthetic point of view. The M02 family is an amazing mix of classical
appeal, slick lines and technology. This line is available in the following complications:
Day & Date, Complete Calendar and Chronograph. The M02 is a great example of the
fantastic results you get when you succeed to fuse together Italian design and charm with
Swiss care for details and precision.

In memory of Matteo Braga.
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9742B-NR-P974NR2
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial - Black Strap
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Day & Date

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement
with Day & Date functions.
Calibre AN 2846-9.
Guilloché decorated dial with applied indexes and
Arabic numbers, luminous dots and hands.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
and see-through screwed back.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 10 ATM.
- 18 Kt rose gold and steel. Water-resistant 10 ATM.
Straps or bracelets available
- Brown, blue, black or grey alligator strap
with stainless steel 316L deployment buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L
or stainless steel and 18 Kt rose gold bracelet.
Diameter 43 mm
Thickness 12 mm

9740A-BU-M9740
Stainless Steel 316L
Blue Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
8740A-GS-P974GR2
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial - Grey Strap
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9740A-NR-P974NR2
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial
Black Strap
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9740A-AG-P974MR2
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Brown Strap

8740A-GS-M8740
18 Kt Rose Gold &
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial
18 Kt Rose Gold &
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
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Complete Calendar B

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement
with Complete Calendar functions.
Calibre AN 9201/2824-2 TND/TNK.
Guilloché decorated dial with applied indexes and
Arabic numbers, luminous dots and hands.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
and see-through screwed back.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 10 ATM.
- 18 Kt rose gold and steel. Water-resistant 10 ATM.
Straps or bracelets available
- Brown, blue, black or grey alligator strap
with stainless steel 316L deployment buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L
or stainless steel and 18 Kt rose gold bracelet.
Diameter 43 mm
Thickness 13 mm

8742B-GS-P974GR2
18Kt Rose Gold &
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial - Grey Strap
9742B-AG-P974MR2
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial - Brown Strap
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7142B-AG-P914MR2
18 Kt rose gold
Silvered Dial
Brown Strap
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9742B-BU-P974BU2
Stainless Steel 316L
Blue Dial
Blue Strap
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9742B-AG-M9740
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet

9742B-NR-P974NR2
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial
Black Strap
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CHRONOGRAPH

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement
with Chronograph functions.
Calibre AN 2045/2824-2 TND/TNK.
Guilloché decorated dial with applied indexes
and Arabic numbers, luminous dots and hands.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
and see-through screwed back.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 10 ATM.
- 18 Kt rose gold and steel. Water-resistant 10 ATM.
Straps or bracelets available
- Brown, blue, black or grey alligator strap
with stainless steel 316L deployment buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L
or stainless steel and 18 Kt rose gold bracelet.
Diameter 43 mm
Thickness 13 mm

9744A-NR-P974NR2
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial
Black Strap
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9744A-AG-M9740
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
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8744A-GS-P974GR2
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial - Grey Strap

9744A-BU-P974BU2
Stainless Steel 316L
Blue Dial - Blue Strap
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TONNEAU Line
The Maison Armand Nicolet has created a
collection in gent size that offers not only
the choice between attractive and beautiful
movement complications but also a choice
between round and tonneau case shapes.
The TM7 line has been designed for men who
have a fashion sense and enjoy to be different
from the crowd.
One might think that a tonneau shape is tougher
than the classical round face to wear, but it has
been carefully designed with edges that have
curved lines and a soft curved back that allows it
to easily fit on the shape of a man’s wrist making it
extraordinarily comfortable to wear. The stainless
steel cases have been adorned with a crown that
bears the decorative Armand Nicolet emblem
and have a see-through back, decorated with a
cord-like pattern, that is fixed by 8 screws for a
more than efficient water resistance up to 5 ATM.
The TM7 line features the new version of the
classical Armand Nicolet Guilloché decorated
dial that is domed like the sapphire crystal. The
hours and minutes on the dial are marked by
applied indexes and diamond cut dots.
The movements that our master watchmakers
have chosen for this line are available in four
diverse complications that are framed in several
attractive colour combinations between dials,
alligator straps and stainless steel bracelets.
Every man will be proud to wear a TM7 that
will not pass unseen and will add a beautiful
diversity to his existing watch collection.
9630A-AG-M9630
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet
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Day & Date

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement
with Day & Date functions.
Calibre AN 2834-2 TNK.
Guilloché decorated dial with applied indexes
and diamond cut dots.
Case with antiglare treated curved sapphire crystal
on top and on see-through back fixed by 8 screws.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
Straps or bracelets available
- Brown, black or grey alligator strap
with stainless steel 316L deployment buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L.
Height 52 mm
Width 38 mm
Thickness 13 mm

9630A-GS-P968GR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial
Grey Strap
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9630A-AS-M9630
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet

9630A-AG-P968MR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Brown Strap
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9630A-NR-P968NR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial
Black Strap
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Complete Calendar A

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement
with Complete Calendar functions.
Calibre AN 9311/2824-2 TNK.
Guilloché decorated dial with applied indexes
and diamond cut dots.
Case with antiglare treated curved sapphire crystal
on top and on see-through back
fixed by 8 screws.
Versions
Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
Straps or bracelets available
- Brown, black or grey alligator strap
with stainless steel 316L deployment buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L.
Height 52 mm
Width 38 mm
Thickness 13 mm

9632A-AS-M9630
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet
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9632A-AG-P968MR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Brown Strap
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9632A-GS-M9630
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet

9632A-GS-P968GR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial
Grey Strap

9632A-NR-M9630
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet
9632A-AS-P968MRT3
Stainless Steel 316L.
Silvered Dial - Brown Strap
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Chronograph
with three Counters

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement
with Chronograph functions.
Calibre AN 2020/2824-2 TNK.
Guilloché decorated dial with applied indexes
and diamond cut dots.
Case with antiglare treated curved sapphire crystal
on top and on see-through back fixed by 8 screws.
Versions
Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
Straps or bracelets available
- Brown, black or grey alligator strap
with stainless steel 316L deployment buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L.
Height 52 mm
Width 38 mm
Thickness 14 mm

9634A-GS-P968GR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial - Grey Strap
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9634A-AS-P968MR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Brown Strap
9634A-GS-M9630
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet
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9634A-NR-P968NR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial
Black Strap

9634A-AG-M9630
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet
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Big Date & Chronograph
with three Counters

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement
with Big Date & Chronograph functions.
Calibre AN 4500/2892-2 TNK.
Guilloché decorated dial with applied indexes
and diamond cut dots.
Case with antiglare treated curved sapphire crystal
on top and on see-through back fixed by 8 screws.
Versions
Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
Straps or bracelets available
- Brown, black or grey alligator strap
with stainless steel 316L deployment buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L.
Height 52 mm
Width 38 mm
Thickness 16 mm

9638A-NR-P968NR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial
Black Strap
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9638A-GS-P968GR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial
Grey Strap
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9638A-AS-M9630
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet

9638A-AG-P968MR3
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Brown Strap
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TONNEAU Line
Following the classical M03 line with a round
face, the Maison desired to create a women’s
collection with a newly shaped case. The TL7
line follows the elegance of the M03 but with
a tonneau shaped case which is ideal for the
woman who prefers a larger face. The case
features a crown embellished with the Armand
Nicolet logo and has been designed with slightly
rounded soft lines which renders its curved case
to fit comfortably on a woman’s delicate wrist. Its
see-through case back is decorated with a cordlike pattern and is fixed by 8 screws to grant a
water resistance up to 5 ATM.
Each piece is garnished with a Guilloché dial
having applied indexes, Arabic numbers and
diamond cut dots where there are inserted
mother of pearl parts that highlight the hour zone
and the calendar.
Various tastes can choose an array of
combinations of dials and alligator straps or
stainless steel bracelets from the more classical
colours such as black or white or for tastes that
desire more vibrant colours, pink or violet.
Top Wesselton diamond adornments are always
an option for the woman who desires a little more
sparkle in her life. Starting from the classic simple
diamond setting on the bezel to the settings on
bezel and lugs or on the whole case.
The TL7 collection in turn allows every woman
to choose between the hundreds of options
between movement complications, dial colours,
straps or bracelets and diamond settings to create
a unique piece that expresses her personality in
an ever changing world.
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9633V-AK-P968VL0
Stainless steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché and
Violet MOP Dial
Violet Strap
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Date

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement with Date functions.
Calibre AN 2824-2 TNS.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
and see-through back.
Dial & strap combinations available on stainless steel
case:
- Silvered guilloché and white MOP dial
with white alligator strap & stainless steel 316L buckle.
- Silvered guilloché and pink MOP dial
with pink alligator strap & stainless steel 316L buckle.
- Silvered guilloché and violet MOP dial
with violet alligator strap & stainless steel 316L buckle.
- Black guilloché and white MOP dial
with black alligator strap & stainless steel 316L buckle.
Versions
Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
Settings
A: Without diamonds.
D: Bezel set with 74 Top Wesselton diamonds, brilliant cut,
quality VS-Si, colour grade F-G, total weight 0.70 carats.
L: Lugs and bezel set with 94 Top Wesselton diamonds,
brilliant cut, quality VS-Si, colour grade F-G, total
weight 0.92 carats.
V: Case, lugs and bezel set with 193 Top Wesselton
diamonds, brilliant cut, quality VS-Si, colour grade F-G,
total weight 1.84 carats.
Height 45 mm
Width 33 mm
Thickness 12 mm

9631A-AS-P968RS0
Stainless steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché and
Pink MOP Dial - Pink Strap
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9631A-NN-M9631
Stainless steel 316L
Black Guilloché and
White MOP Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet
9631V-AN-P968BC0
Stainless steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché and
White MOP Dial
White Strap
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9631D-AK-M9631
Stainless steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché and
Violet MOP Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet

9631L-NN-P968NR0
Stainless steel 316L
Black Guilloché and
White MOP Dial
Black Strap
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Moon Phase & Date

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement
with Moon & Date functions.
Calibre AN 9232/2892-2TNK.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
and see-through back.
Dial & strap combinations available on stainless steel
case:
- Silvered guilloché and white MOP dial
with white alligator strap & stainless steel 316L buckle.
- Silvered guilloché and pink MOP dial
with pink alligator strap & stainless steel 316L buckle.
- Silvered guilloché and violet MOP dial
with violet alligator strap & stainless steel 316L buckle.
- Black guilloché and white MOP dial
with black alligator strap & stainless steel 316L buckle.
Versions
Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
Settings
A: Without diamonds.
D: Bezel set with 74 Top Wesselton diamonds, brilliant cut,
quality VS-Si, colour grade F-G, total weight 0.70 carats.
L: Lugs and bezel set with 94 Top Wesselton diamonds,
brilliant cut, quality VS-Si, colour grade F-G, total
weight 0.92 carats.
V: Case, lugs and bezel set with 183 Top Wesselton
diamonds, brilliant cut, quality VS-Si, colour grade F-G, total
weight 1.77 carats.
Height 45 mm
Width 33 mm
Thickness 12 mm

9633D-AN-P968BC0
Stainless steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché and
White MOP Dial
White Strap
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9633V-AK-P968VL0
Stainless steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché and
Violet MOP Dial
Violet Strap
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9633V-AS-P968RS0
Stainless steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché and
Pink MOP Dial
Pink Strap

9633A-NN-M9631
Stainless steel 316L
Black Guilloché and
White MOP Dial
Stainless steel 316L Bracelet
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Casual Line
The J09 was conceived to create a product featuring the best characteristics of traditional
Swiss mechanical watches with the best quality-price ratio, the result is a collection of
extraordinary value and stunning aesthetics.
The choices in regards to design and dimensions were made in order to create a timepiece
with an outstanding appearance while avoiding any aesthetical exaggeration. These
watches are extremely comfortable and versatile due to their shape which was designed
to be timeless yet with an innovative look.
The J09 is now available with the Day & Date complication where the Day and the Date
windows have been positioned in a new original spot in order to get a better readability
and outlook. Armand Nicolet watches lovers will have the chance to choose between
stainless steel and two-toned (steel and 18Kt gold) or a sportier version featuring a black
turning bezel. Another novelty regards the amazing wider range of colours available for
the dials. To the traditional silvered and black, we have added a very striking navy blue
colour, a classy grey and a captivating chocolate brown with blue luminous indexes.
Very eye-catching and modern, this collection features also a great variety of straps that
makes it not only fit for any occasions but also for any wallet.
Coherent with Armand Nicolet’s tradition, the J09 can be selected with a prestigious
alligator strap, with steel or steel and gold bracelet. In addition we now also have straps
available in suede leather or black rubber, all equipped with a newly designed and very
comfortable stainless steel deployment buckle. The sportier version is also available with
a black elk patterned leather strap featuring a tang steel buckle.

9650A-GR-M9650
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
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DAY & DATE

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement with Day&Date
functions.
Calibre AN2846-9.
Multi-layered dial with luminous indexes and hands.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
on top and sapphire crystal in the see-through screwed
back.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
- Stainless steel 316L with black enameled
turning bezel. Water-resistant 5ATM.
- 18 Kt rose gold and steel. Water-resistant 5 ATM.
Straps or bracelets available
- Black, blue, brown and grey alligator
or brown suede leather strap
with stainless steel 316L deployment buckle.
- Black elk patterned leather or black rubber band
with stainless steel 316L tang buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L
or stainless steel 316L and 18Kt gold.
Diameter 39 mm
Thickness 11 mm

9660A-BC-P660NR2
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Black Elk Patterned
Leather Strap

9660A-NR-G9660
Stainless Steel 316L
Black Dial
Black Rubber Band
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8650A-AS-M8650
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
18 Kt Rose Gold & Stainless
Steel 316L Bracelet
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8650A-GS-M8650
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial
18 Kt Rose gold & Stainless
Steel 316L Bracelet

8650A-AS-P965MR2
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Brown Alligator Strap

9650A-AG-P965NR2
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Black Alligator Strap

9650A-MR-P865MZ2
Stainless Steel 316L
Brown Dial
Brown Suede Leather Strap

9650A-BU-M9650
Stainless Steel 316L
Blue Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
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SPORTY Line
The all new S05 collection is now in its 3rd generation!
The all new S05 collection underwent a re-styling process
starting from scratch. This third generation maintains all the
best characteristics of the previous models such as its unique
association to luxury and high performances but it has been
totally re-engineered under many points of view in order
to reach a level of class, style and comfort to wear never
achieved before by a sports watch.
The models feature new lighter cases with longer lugs for better
fitting on the wrist, new dials and colours with luminescent
hands and indexes to enhance readability. The collection
also displays a new stainless steel bracelet with rubber links
that is incredibly smooth to wear, a brand new rubber band
featuring a deployment buckle and new movements!
All versions are beautiful but besides the stainless steel and the
Black D.L.C. stainless steel cases Armand Nicolet introduced
also the amazing two-toned version: Black D.L.C. stainless
steel case with 18 Kt rose gold bezel.
Not only the dial has been skilfully reshaped but new colours
have widened the existing selection. The rubber details that
have been added to the stainless steel bracelet are available
not only in black but also in navy blue colour, just like the
rubber band and the other rubber parts decorating the case.
The rubber parts wisely inserted in the case, crown, pushers
and bracelet have deeply increased the comfort of this
amazing timepiece. A sleeker look is achieved through the
wise use of all these new features.The complications of the
movements have changed as well as the collection is now
available as Date, Date & GMT or Chronograph.
The style of this collection seems to lend itself to sporty
appeal while still looking classy and refined. The improved
comfort and resistance to scratches make these watches an
excellent accessory on a man’s wrist during the strongest
outdoor activities while the polished style makes it the perfect
time piece for any occasion!
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D710AQN-GS-GG4710N
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L
Black D.L.C.
Pearl Grey Dial
Black Rubber Band
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Date

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement with Date functions.
Calibre AN 2846-10.
Dial with applied luminous indexes, numbers and hands.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
and screwed back with raised pattern.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L.
- Stainless steel 316L Black D.L.C.
- 18 Kt rose gold and stainless steel 316L Black D.L.C.
Water-resistant 30 ATM.
Bezel and screw crown protected with rubber.
Interchangeable straps:
- Blue or black rubber band with stainless steel 316L
or stainless steel 316L Black D.L.C. deployment buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L with blue
or black rubber links.
Diameter: 44 mm
Thickness: 14 mm

A710AGU-BU-MA4710GU
Stainless Steel 316L
Blue Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
with Blue Rubber Links
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A710AGN-GR-MA4710GN
Stainless Steel 316L
Dark Grey Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
with Black Rubber Links

A710AGU-AK-MA4710GU
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered/Blue Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
with Blue Rubber Links
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A710AGN-AG-GG4710N
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Black Rubber Band
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A710AGU-BU-GG4710U
Stainless Steel 316L
Blue Dial
Blue Rubber Band

A710AQN-NR-GG4710N
Stainless Steel 316L Black D.L.C.
Black Dial
Black Rubber Band
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DATE & GMT

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement
with Date & GMT functions.
Calibre AN716B.
Dial with applied luminous indexes, numbers and hands.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal
and screwed back with raised pattern.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L.
- Stainless steel 316L Black D.L.C.
- 18 Kt rose gold and stainless steel 316L Black D.L.C.
Water-resistant 30 ATM.
Bezel and screw crown protected with rubber.
Interchangeable straps:
- Blue or black rubber band with stainless steel 316L
or stainless steel 316L Black D.L.C. deployment buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L with blue
or black rubber links.
Diameter: 44 mm
Thickness: 15 mm

A713AGU-BU-GG4710U
Stainless Steel 316L
Blue Dial
Blue Rubber Band
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A713AGN-AG-MA4710GN
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet with
Black Rubber Links

A713AGN-GR-GG4710N
Stainless Steel 316L
Dark Grey Dial
Black Rubber Band

A713AQN-NRGG4710N
Stainless Steel 316L
Black D.L.C.
Black Dial
Black Rubber Band
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Cronograph

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement
with Chronograph functions.
Calibre AN 2045/2824-2.
Dial with applied luminous indexes, numbers and hands.
Case with antiglare treated sapphire crystal and screwed
back with raised pattern.
Versions
- Stainless steel 316L.
- Stainless steel 316L Black D.L.C.
- 18 Kt rose gold and stainless steel 316L Black D.L.C.
Water-resistant 30 ATM.
Bezel and screw crown protected with rubber.
Interchangeable straps:
- Blue or black rubber band with stainless steel 316L
or stainless steel 316L Black D.L.C. deployment buckle.
- Solid bracelet in stainless steel 316L with blue
or black rubber links.
Diameter: 44 mm
Thickness: 15.50 mm

A714AGU-BU-GG4710U
Stainless Steel 316L
Blue Dial
Blue Rubber Band
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A714AQN-NR-GG4710N
Stainless Steel 316L Black D.L.C.
Black Dial
Black Rubber Band

D714AQN-GS-GG4710N
18 Kt Rose Gold
& Stainless Steel 316L Black D.L.C.
Pearl Grey Dial
Black Rubber Band
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A714AGN-AG-MA4710GN
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
with Black Rubber Links
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A714AGN-GR-MA4710GN
Stainless Steel 316L
Dark Grey Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
with Black Rubber Links
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A714AGN-AG-GG4710N
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
Black Rubber Band
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A714AGN-GR-GG4710N
Stainless Steel 316L
Dark Grey Dial
Black Rubber Band

A714AGU-AK-MA4710GU
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered/Blue Dial
Stainless Steel 316L Bracelet
with Blue Rubber Links
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SPORTY Line
The SL5 is an innovative sporty yet fashionable
line for ladies. The very high quality standards
along with the care put into making this collection
create a watch that is very stylish and comfortable
to wear. The creative mix of colours, materials
and finishing of the dial, case & strap, forge a
unique and beautiful blend of light and shape
that provides a soul to these timepieces.
We have also introduced a more elegant version
featuring a dial set with 10 diamonds (0.1 carats)
so that we may offer a versatile and glamorous
watch that is also available in a more prestigious
variant with the bezel set with 23 diamonds
(0.17 carats).
This model is very metropolitan as it is perfect for
any woman who likes to stay active or go to the
beach but also wants to have a wonderful piece
to wear during a fancy dinner or a night out
dancing. Because of the use of Super Luminova
on the hands and indexes it is possible to read
the time also in the dark. All cases featured on
these models are in stainless steel 316L with a
soft-silk-looking finishing or Black D.L.C. treated.
The bezel is wrapped in and embellished with an
external white or black rubber protection.
The Black D.L.C. treatment considerably improves
the resistance to scratches and scrapes, making
this version a “must have” for any sporty-chic
lady who likes to combine utility with beauty and
wants to have something exclusive on her wrist
to stand out in the crowd. Unlike most brands
that offer only quartz movements for their ladies
lines, this Armand Nicolet collection features an
automatic date movement.
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9613C-AG-G9615B
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché Dial
White Rubber Band
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Date

Technical features
Mechanical automatic movement with Date functions.
Calibre AN 2846-10.
Dial with applied luminous indexes, numbers,
and hands.
Antiglare treated sapphire crystal and screwed back with
raised pattern.
Versions
- Stainless Steel 316L.
- Stainless Steel 316L Black D.L.C..
Water-resistant 10 ATM.
Bezel and screw crown protected with rubber.
Straps and rubber available:
- White or black rubber band combined
with white or black rubber around the bezel
and screw crown.
- Stainless steel 316L deployment buckle,
also available with Black D.L.C. cover.
Settings
- No diamonds.
- Dial set with 10 diamonds (0.1 carats).
- Dial set with 10 diamonds (0.1 carats) and bezel
set with 23 diamonds brilliant cut, quality VS-Si,
colour grade F-G (0.17 carats).
Diameter 34.5 mm
Thickness 11.5 mm

9613A-AG-G9615B
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Guilloché Dial
White Rubber Band
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9613P-GR-G9615N
Stainless Steel 316L Black D.L.C.
Grey Guilloché Dial
Black Rubber Band

9613N-GR-G9615B
Stainless Steel 316L Black D.L.C.
Grey Guilloché Dial
White Rubber Band
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9615E-AG-G9615B
Stainless Steel 316L
Silvered Dial
White Rubber Band
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9615A-GR-G9615N
Stainless Steel 316L
Grey Dial
Black Rubber Band

9615H-GR-G9615B
Stainless Steel 316L Black D.L.C.
Grey Dial
White Rubber Band

9615N-NR-G9615N
Stainless Steel 316L Black D.L.C.
Black Dial
Black Rubber Band
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